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THE HOUSE 
Wille Cottages were built in 1898, a small brick terrace on the edge of 
the Lewes Conservation Area.  I moved in in April 2010 after major 
structural and renovation work; the house now has two bedrooms and 
an open-plan ground floor including a small conservatory extension 
replacing a plastic corrugated roof; the total floor area is around 75m2. 
 
What I’ve aimed to do 
My aim was to create a sturdy house that would require little short-
term maintenance and would keep energy use down, while retaining 
its general character.  The improvements resulted in a 61% reduction 
in carbon footprint, and the house is now listed on 
www.superhomes.org.uk as an example of how low-energy 
measures can be unobtrusively retrofitted to an ordinary period house. 
 
Electricity generation 
I had 6 photovoltaic solar panels installed (8.3m2) in April 2010 by 
www.southernsolar.co.uk, giving a rating of 1.29kwp.  The estimated 
annual output was 1089kw/h, but I’m consistently achieving more 
than 20% over that.  As a guide, on a grey day in winter I manage 
1kw/h and on a blazing day in high summer I may reach 10kw/h. 
 
As an early installer of panels I had the advantage of the original top-
rate feed-in tariff (FIT), but my solar panels, even net of a 
Government grant, were correspondingly expensive.  Both the FIT and 
panel costs are now considerably lower, so payback times (c.10 years 
in my case) haven’t increased – especially with electricity prices rising 
so making the free daytime electricity even more valuable. 
 
Basically the FIT pays me for every kw that I generate, whether or not 
I use it myself.  So during the day I can use free electricity up to my 
generation output; I only have a simple generation meter on the solar 
panels so I can’t tell when it’s going into my house or when it’s going 
to the grid, but I try to use e.g. the washing machine during sunny 
hours, and I can see the result in my low electricity bills.   
 

 
 
The previous owners had a very different electricity and gas usage 
pattern (three small boys!), but you can still see the saving now – I pay 
c.£165/ year for electricity. 
 

 
 
 
Heating 
For hot water/ heating I have a new combi boiler rather than a hot-
water tank (so solar thermal panels were not an option).  I briefly 
considered a ground-source heat pump, but I don’t really have 
sufficient land and the cost is huge.   
I do have underfloor heating in the 
sitting-room, as a new concrete floor 
was being installed as part of the 
structural alterations and it was a simple 
matter to add the underfloor tubing, 
which cost about £1,100. 
 
Light 
As well as LED and other low-energy 
lighting, in the attic I have a sun-tube 
supplied by www.solatube.co.uk, which 
is a small highly-reflective tube in the 
roof which lights up the attic just as well 
as a skylight, with much less of a 
‘footprint’ on the roof.  

http://www.superhomes.org.uk/
http://www.southernsolar.co.uk/
http://www.solatube.co.uk/
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Insulation 
During the house renovations, the builders added insulation behind all 
the floors, walls and ceilings that they were working on; in the attic 
there is rockwool plus Warmcell (made from recycled newspapers).  
There’s thermal plasterboard in the back part of the house.  The front 
of the house has a cavity wall, and this was insulated using 
polystyrene beads by www.rsinsulation.co.uk.  I have Sempatherm 
reflective panels behind all the radiators (www.mgcltd.co.uk). 
 
The non-period windows are double-glazed; all the original sash 
windows have been rehung and fitted with draught-strip, and the front 
door is draught-stripped.  Three of the windows (incl. a sash one) also 
have acrylic secondary glazing using the very easy and unobtrusive 
magnetic strip system from www.diyplas.co.uk; an alternative good 
supplier is www.nigelsecostore.com. 
 

 
    Other eco measures 

 Isolation switches on 
items which otherwise stay on 
standby, and on appliances such 
as extractor fans and cooker 
electrics which otherwise kick in 
needlessly 

 Water conditioner 
(www.waterimp.co.uk) on my 
mains water pipe to reduce 
limescale, keeping water-heating 
costs down 

 Cork laminate flooring 
(www.woodpeckerflooring.co.uk) in the kitchen (ecologically 
beneficial raw material) and wool carpets with recycled felt 
underlay 

 
Garden 
As for my 50-ft front garden, I’m 
away and busy too much to grow 
vegetables myself, so I offered it 
under the LandShare initiative 
(www.landshare.net, and 
http://commoncause.org.uk/pdf
s/Flyer_re_garden_share.pdf for 
the local Lewes initiative) and a 
local resident is now happily 
cultivating vegetables in it. 
 
I have water-butts, compost bins, 
recycling of coppiced wood for 
logs for my fire and garden 
beanpoles, and sustainable 
decking in the back courtyard for 
good water runoff. 

http://www.rsinsulation.co.uk/
http://www.diyplas.co.uk/
http://www.waterimp.co.uk/
http://www.woodpeckerflooring.co.uk/
http://www.landshare.net/
http://commoncause.org.uk/pdfs/Flyer_re_garden_share.pdf
http://commoncause.org.uk/pdfs/Flyer_re_garden_share.pdf

